
 

Basic information about the Czarny Brothers 
 

Joseph Czarny 

33 years, secondary education (5-year technical school Moss.), matura, uzdolnienia typical for the 
humanities. 

Repeatedly he published his poetry in the press in Poland (as in Our journal, 5 DEC. ' 01) and in the 
UNITED STATES.(min. debut Edition of the largest Polish community newspapers of America: "Polar 
Star" next to the work of the Polish noblisty of Czesław Miłosz; in the book "an anthology of poetry" 

emigracyjnej; also tracks the pen recytowano in the Polish community radio show in Hartford, 
Connecticut-UNITED STATES). 

Author of many translations of articles for "Good Flight" with j. German and Flemish (Dutch). 
Interest: literature, breeding pigeons, sport (min. titles at various levels in table tennis). 

 

Grzegorz Czarny 

29 years, secondary education (5-year technical school Moss.), baccalaureate. 
Passion for sports sprawnościowych (titles and honours at different levels of wspołzawodnictwa-min 

in the 2-and 3-action siłowym and table tennis).  
Interest: books, breeding pigeons, sport (min. skis). 

 

 

THE HISTORY OF OUR FARM 

 

With knowledge of German and Dutch doors of finest of Europe was faced with a hole for 
me. Several times I visited min such breeders, as Jos van Limpt-Klak "De" (Reusel-
Netherlands), Comb. Kuiper (Hoorn (Northern) Netherlands-based subsidiary of the 
brothers Janssen), the brothers Janssen (Arendonk-Belgium), Norbert + Philip Norman 
(Knokke-Heist) -kilkukrotni champions of Belgium, Jos van Vliet-Netherlands, Hans 
Eijerkamp (Zutphen-Netherlands), Tonny Juriens (Vorden-Netherlands), Hans 
Bruggeman (Eelst-Netherlands), Franz Schlederer (Lassee-Austria) -min: as the only 2 x 
1-y in the country konk. National flight Brussels/1000 km/, 1 and 2 pilot country /1987-
1988/proportion, /Verona-1990/ in the Olympic Games in Italy Bertus Camphuis , etc. (Eefde) 
-wyhodował(the champion of the Netherlands 1990 min. The "Oude 05", "James'a 
Bond'a", "Wonderboy'a 5" and " 06") … 
  and many, many other . With some real przyjażni thread began. 



After seeing the in/on the farm I decided on the introduction "Janssenów" from Kuiper of Hoorn 
(head keeper North Holland), because there I found this, which has unsuccessfully search: 
rasowość, performance and class, as well as warm and sincere friendship and help. Since 1989, 
gradually sprowadziliśmy made several dozen pigeons, after which the offspring gets 1-e contests 
not only us, but also to other farmers in Poland.  

 

Sprowadziliśmy min. 2 x best Aviator the in the North of the Netherlands H87-1844402 
(great-grandson of the legendary "", "Jonge Jonge Scherpe Raket", "Velo" and "Rakkertje" 
at the same time), whose father was sold to Japan. A granddaughter and prawnuków have also the 

famous "Schouwman'a" of the brothers Janssen prawnuków legendary , "019" /18 x 1 
contest/and "Jonge Merckx'a" /15 x 1/and the offspring "Golden Pair" Kuiper: ("Ijskop" x 
"Vos 512"), son of a female H89-1086122 (1-y given.-17 000 wkł. pigeons) and Red male Vos 
"57" (found the best pilot for 500 km in the history of the branch in Hoorn -his grandson 
pretendował for the bronze medal kat.And at the Olympic Games in England in 1999, is 7x1, 3x2, 
1 x 3 backplane ).                     

On our pigeon House is a granddaughter of the famous Belgian pigeons, which in the past 2-years 
won 2 cars, as well as the offspring of samiczki ' Superduivin 409 ' (as it was 70 000 DM, 
although this has not been sold). 

Cooperation with Roelofem and Roeli Kuiper continues already for 12 years, piling up not only on 
niwie. The Netherlands we visited dozens of times, to know their reality "from the" back office ", 
however, the ultimate objective of every travel was flat and cordial none p. Kuiper in the 
northeastern Dutch Hoorn. As they come to us through all these years regularly 3-4 times a 
year, landing with both good pigeons, and tips for breeding.    



 

Also true in 1995 on our pigeon House rozpłodowy H95-1742579 , półsiostra bird, which in 
season 1995 won the title best Aviator kat.(A) (min. 5 x 1 konk.). This pigeon came at the same 
time on a 4-figure entries in Holland in kat.A. In 1999 he moved to the us in its "" mazany 

(schaelie) son H99-2177668, and recently the owner changed the magnificent building of blue 
samczyk H95-1742419 the półbrat and son rozpłodowca No 1 in Hoorn- "Zwartoger'a 115". 
Both birds see film, video "Comb. Kuiper-Hoorn " distributed before several years ago Koerier 
by the company in Germany and the Netherlands.  

The summer of 1991, being in Vorden-Eefde, several spotykałem are privately with Bertusem 
Camphuisem , his family and friends. The result of such meetings by's glass of good beer is red – 
mazany (so-called. " Samczyk Schalie") H90-1979450 and Red-aizoides (H91-1632786) niece of 
the old "05" ("Oude 05"-H77-476105)-winners 9 first given and for the best Średniodystansowca 
(kat.(B)) of the Netherlands in 1981, the two birds associated with pigeons Kuiper very well check 
the in rozpłodzie. 

To our perchery was also półbrat-widely described as a "Leuk 95 Claque", as well as H91-
1967972 , samczyk, swift Fox, which released many great breeders in Poland – particularly in 
associating with the "decoration" our pigeon House: nakrapianą "Setką" (PL04-90-15100) Of his 
time, said "Płowego", wanted the Kuiper take back to the Netherlands, due to its quality, of Rams. I 
noted that I replaced here by way of indication only, -offs that what we have. 



 
The old swift Fox (H91-1967972) of the brother of the "Mooie95" 

In/the pigeons associated are further or closer pokrewieństwie (as appropriate), steam helps us 
connect Kuiper, coming to us every year. The given odchowywane relevance kojarzeń provide 
beautiful and healthy young, from which the Kuiper from time to time, it takes a little push to 
the Netherlands. Here any comment seems unnecessary.  

 

OUR 
PIGEON BREEDING  

 

 

H91-1967972 "the old swift Fox" 

 
   

To "Old-Breasted" is absolutely one of the 
most valuable racing pigeons breeding. Has a lot of 
fantastic pigeons breeding – particularly in 
"SETKĄ" to mate with PL04-90-15100 . Min ' 05 
"Black . Of No 1 rozpłodowiec Kubisia and Richard 
Wołowskiego of the Bogatyni their well-known sons, 
but not only " "Romario said: m. Wożnickiego is 
the great-grandson of , or if their was a former kol. 
Jana Sosnowskiego with Wolbromia (the grandson), 
who (as informs sam owner) in one of the seasons 
as the yearling collects 13 competitions for his 



  

Father of our "Płowego" "Vos 01" -was also 
an eminent continued to lotowym and 
zarodowym u Roelofa Kuiper, the Netherlands. 
His grandfather 11 1 won the contest 5x1, a 
grandmother. Our "Old" swift Fox is in a 
straight line a descendant of the legendary today 

van Marietje "73" (B73-6773040) sisters is 
full "Raket'a" daughter , and so ' Oude 
Witoger'a van 65 " of the brothers Janssen. 
As you can see the origin of the – obliges ... 

Lord (!). Such examples are much, much more. 

Red 1968011 H91-   
-a full brother of "old płowego" in the whole 

breathtaking beauties 

*************** 

PL04-92-5655 "Baxter Finger" is the 
flagship samczyk the entire herd. Lotowany 
only, as młódek 5/5 given:. Due to the 
nature of intelligence, and in the very rare 
good breeding, destined directly to the 
service. In this case, it was difficult to be 
confused: made the whole battalion of the 
quick and beautiful birds, both in first and 
subsequent generations. Its features are 
visible shall make even in 4 and 5 
"generation (in 2001 his daughter arrived in 
the Netherlands in the pigeon House 
rozpłodowy, Kuiper). 
It is almost a mirror image of his father: ' 
Baxter ' H89-1086227 , which is next to 
the blue samiczki H89-1068225 was the 
first imports from the Netherlands. The pair 

PL04-92-5655 "Baxter Finger"  

 



launched a farm in the mountains, Skawicy 
and band of the successes of our brother 
Stanisław Black of Amphibians.  

Studying family tree ' Baxter 5655 " can 
be seen that the bird has its roots dating 
back through the Vos'a ' 57 " (the best 
pilot for 500 km in the history of the branch 
in Hoorn, Netherlands) to ' Ijskop "B73-
6276340 (son of legendary "Jonge 
Scherpe" B72-6747269), ' 
Kweekduivin van 69 " B69-6054511 
and the famous "019" (18x1 konk.) 
Brothers of Arendonk. 

Father (red H87-1844402 – in 1993r. also 
travels to Skawicy) in/in samiczki to "225" 
is nothing like 2 x As a circle in the North of 
Holland, settled in a straight line from such 
pigeons, as: "Jonge Raket" "Velo", 
"Jonge Scherpe" , and Vos van Boven 
B78-6727167 is a leading reproduktor 
Janssenów from the end of the 1970s. 

And the mother of our to "225" is 
samiczka, in which the stunts swimming hot 
blood B59-6236207 known more as a , 
"Bange van 59" znawcy Janssenów know 
what this means ... 

And here's two daughters described above of "Baxter" x "225" 

"A Hundred"  

 

  

"880"  

 
One of her grandchildren (associating with the 



following H93-2477567), the aforementioned bird 
kol. Sosnowskiego. 

and their nephew PL04 -91 -60521  

 

The swarthy samczyk of Rome, the basis for the father is prawnuka the best pair of 2002 the 
Netherlands years 70 s: Red B69-6322235 B72-6365783 x, known more as a "De Vos Bijter" 
x "Schoon Voske" Albert van de Flaes'a. They brought the world reputation of the Dutch Brothers 
Romein Twello. Best winner Netherlands 1981r. ' Oude 05 " Bertus'a Camphuis'a was the 
grandson of the kapitalnej pair. 

Blue the "521" invariably inspires admiration are going to the farmers. Most of his offspring was 
successfully tested in rozpłodzie, but not limited to: for example. full sister PL04-92-5667 presented 
below nakrapianego samczyka- : that is the product of the related "521" x "Hundred", already in 1 
konkwon the year of birth. Ostrów Wlkp. and full 5/5 konklimit. 

The pigeon House rozpłodowym now is his 5 sons and 1 daughter, mainly. 'Inbredu ' min.: 

"Old-49"   

 

  "Blue 027"  



 

 ******** 

H93-2477567  

 

H93-2477567 is also another granddaughter of 
samczyka showed that total on our pigeon House 
that is worth a mention: over 2 seasons was 
plasować several times in the forefront of Branch 
Office list of contest: min. 3,3,7,5,7,18 both with 
the flight of 500-600 km, and below, also by 
unfavourable weather conditions. ' 67 " is the 

grandson of the red " Superduivin 409 ' H87-
1844409, for which State Kuiper gave 70 000 DM, 
although this has not been sold. 

  

****** 

Below the previous year's addition, unmistakably built Dutch samczyk of 1997. This is already 
almost monument is very old line "Oude Vos van 58", a direct descendant of the first law of 
pigeons which Kuiper brought from Janssenów the beginning of the years 70 s. 



 

   

****** 

H94-1212403  

 

H94-1212403 ' Schouwman 403 " ' line – 
again Oude Vos van 58 " ; at the same time 
direct great-grandson of niezapomnianego 
"Schouwman'a" (B76-6371905) , which 
repeatedly show their skills 1-e , winning 
competitions. Was the brother of the "019" 
(18x1), which in turn came after the same 
parents as the "Velo" (he bought it, Hermes), or 
"Jonge Merckx" 15x1 (półbrat) is given.  

The bird that was already several quotes from 
the country and abroad (min. of the Netherlands 
and Slovakia)-this is a bird with distinguished 
capabilities. His father is full brother presented 

slightly later "Old Pstrej" .  

 ******** 



H93-2477727  

 

"Sokół" H93-2477727 -he is the son of the original "High-speed" from Janssenów, whose 
grandfather was the swift Fox's favourite magnet Janssenów "Vos Voliere "B81-6116651. From 
his father while in 3 generations back, " lądujemy" in the first , "Bange van 67" and there probably 
is the strength of this bird. Can something about say the breeder of the laps. jeleniogórskiego, kol. 
Mouse and Wołów in which a team book place sons, "Falcon"bądż grandchildren. The same is with 
the breeders with material from these minutes in Międzyrzecz. In 2000 uhodowaliśmy the 2 
daughters to flights: one gets a 4/4 konkprobably. 5/5 , second in the last flight of a disastrous 
(rain and fog). In the mountains the weather grzebie for years, even najtwardszych 
veterans. One of the most important pilots of the oddz. Chrzanów in recent years was Red 
samczyk Stanisława Black is PL0113-99-4701. Wyhodował go brother directly with "Falcon"our 
daughters. The pigeon, 11, givengoes as a yearling. including: 

-3e place involving 3571 pigeons 
-5e place involving 3513 pigeons 
-8e place involving 2401 pigeons 

 
In the year 2001, as dwulatek won 12 competitions, including inter alia: 

-6e place with 2940 pigeons 
-22e place involving 2481 pigeons 
-8e place involving 2386 pigeons 
-2e place involving 2413 pigeons 
-2e place involving 2876 pigeons 

-4e place with 2950 pigeons 
-1e place, involving 2578 pigeons 
-2e place involving 1669 pigeons 
-9e place involving 2293 pigeons 

This explicitly reliable Aviator dyktował tempo for routes 200-550 km of virtually every Sunday. 
Despite the favourable rating in kat.(A) and (B) (bezapelacyjnie 1-e-space mode. Okręgowej), 
represents it at the exhibition Was a strong district of Katowice-coeff. 19,38 in kat.(D). Thus, the 
sensational red male within two years he won 23 konk., of which 11 were in the top ten!  

 ********** 



In the autumn of 2001 permanently goes to our pigeon House rozpłodowy H95-1742419 -półbrat 
4-The Aviator Netherlands ' 95 kat.A. the father of his is "Zwartoger 115" – leading reproduktor 
Kuiper'a. The dates back to the roots of its bird "Jonge Merckx'a" . 

H95-1742419  

 

 ********** 

OUR 
PIGEONS BREEDING c.d. 

 

 

Among the pigeons Janssen never brakło białolotów. This is less than the typical colour: "Old Carp" 
of 91r., under the terms of the contour of a complete copy of its mother is the original "High-speed" 
"Schouvrouw" B86-6716818 (this was the detail-the legendary "Schouwman" B76-6371905 
of the brothers Janssen of Arendonk, is her father). 

Direct progeny "Old Pstrej" often occupied the highest 
place of list entries. Her daughter has released at kol. 
John of Wolbromia samiczkę Sosnowskiego ' Kasię 
"PL0205-98-208, which in 99r. 10/10 givengoes. ( 3 
giventhe Opole –., 3 konkNowa Sól is.) and cups:  

-2 yearling oddz. 

-3 samiczka oddz. 

-3 pilot oddz. A Cat. 

The old Carp from 91.  



 

********** 

H93-2478488  
 

Another białolotek- H93-2478488 . A pigeon 
with a very rich and dense plumage. In its liquid 
chilling yet legendary blue blood Verbarth ' 46 " is 
a son from a notable pair Jos de Klak'a: " Vechter 
"x" Witpenneke ". "Witpenneke" in. English is 
the "Białolotka" is notable is the fact "488"that 
parents of such a colour not had ...  

Verbarth ' 46 " won in his entire life litanię 
leading competitions, 15, the firstin this far. Our 
"Białolotek" not won either one, because now he 
travelled to perchery rozpłodowej, where missions 
were assigned duties in a satisfactory until the 
autumn. 'S daughter PL04-94-94912 has 
repeatedly stressed its presence on the pigeon 
House even when zawodziły safer than the birds 
and the various annual distance minutes as with 
difficult flights with Our 6 (560 km) 8 and 
reference on the oddziałowej list selection. [Issued 
as very well even the offspring is to read below] . 

. In 1996, one of the following four pstrego "488" changes the owner, by hitting to kol. Valdemar 
Gajewskiego from Toruń. It is superiority, as , later proving aizoides PL04-96-12113. Reviews come 
quite flattering: "to anything that it does not apply to almost everything is flying". The solos are 
sons, grandchildren. One of them PL0326-98-7771, as dwulatek (previously lotowany) 9 for 
wkładań 8 goes as following a string until -fast competitions 7 times eventually reaching # 1 in the 
top ten of its branch. Breeder lotujący for years know how extremely rarely emerge such birds at 
the fair breeders.  

"Spotted 488" appears to regularly strong zarodowo children, of which quite easily 'wychodzą ' 
even przysłowiowe ACEs- 2min said previously-x Best Pilot kat. B round. And of Jelenia Góra and 



the 2 Aviator brother of the cat.A5 deposit for Standard ( -as you can see "is not only good, 
but beautiful"), Wołowskiego his utalentowane grandchildren. Both represent their constituency in 
the Exhibition Ogólnopolską 2002. 

 ********** 

H93-2477731  

 

H93-2477731 "Long" is a magnificent building of the Red samczyk-PR. grandson The Golden 
Pair Kuiper'a: Vos'a Ijskop 12 x 229 . About "parce the in same superlatywach commented in 
the summer of 2001. in Skawicy Dutch keeper Geert Jan Houten (coming after reception młódków). 
Together with his father was a very strong tandem based on gołębiach Kuiper'a, which for the next 
seasons ' zamiatał ' cups and diplomas, in placing. win a general Championship in their Division 
(Afdeling K). Largely contributed to the red son w/in parks and its progeny, it also młódki with the 
circle of his were the object of interest. 

"731" our several years ago, wypożyczał the Amphibian brother Stanisław. The fruits of this 
experiment then waited only a few "731" months: it's son, which 3 consecutive Sundays goes 1-y 
competition in strong oddz. Chrzanów. Select it here, that in Płazie from the years konstatowane 
pigeons are electronically, by eliminating the possibility of artificial-tensioning results to gołębiowi-. 
clock times recorded by the actual arrival time, and does not recognise the keeper ...  

 ********** 

, Another former red guards Janssenów this H93-2796417 called To "The Eagle" .  

H93-2796417 "Eagle"  

Assessment in even the most dry champions, 
visitors to our farm, bird has everything should 
have a good zip pigeon. His eyes tryskają 's 
intelligence, and in życzliwych opinions of 
fellow, lacking only the skills of speaking. A 
large part of the customer is particularly happy 
with his offspring; min kol. Andrzej Karpiński 
from Kiełcza, which superrozpłodowcem No 1 



 

is just a red son of "Eagle" in associating with 
the Dutch "Oude 05" niece b. Camphuis'a. This 
pigeon is on an annual basis associated with 
multiple samiczkami by "the Stallion", in giving 

invaluable offspring.  

In the year 2000 złączyliśmy "Eagle" of pstrą 
PL04-94-94912 (daughter of "488"old 
białolotka). Flights to intend that anyone should 
2 light-flecked, bliżniaczo-like Sisters of "415" 
socket: "416"and. Better "416"appears to be 
(the best młódek of the branch), the 5/5 
probably winning konk.: 266,44,13,10 6 and 
(for the whole of the oddz. only 6 młódków won 
the full limit competitions – including up 2 our). 
Her sister while he 3/4 konkonly. 41,8 , but 3 
and in the Branch Office. As roczniaczka 
dorzuca to them in addition subsequent items 4 
lists of Branch Office: (175 km-'s sunny) 3 , 
(Świnoujście 600 km – rain and fog) 3 , (600 
km-1727 m/min – rain and strong wind). 
Another brother of the same associate ("406") 
the lands of the 3flight of Kluczbork, as you -

Branch Office. 

Selected here, the facts are not pure cases: the mother of the best Polish inscribed on the Olympics 
in Blackpool in 1999. "cat. (A) "(a candidate for the bronze medal- 7x1, 3x2, 1 x 3 backplane - in 
England officially offer its purchase has Herboots from Belgium and the Netherlands Eijerkamp) was 

just półsiostra " Eagle ", where the father of two birds is red Vos" 57 " is the best pilot for 500 km 
in the history of the oddz. in Hoorn. In turn the father of Vos'a ' 57 " was Vos" 69 " -a full brother 
Vos'a" 512 ", which is half " Golden Pair " Kuiper'a. And here we are already using such over 

Janssenów, as B67-6282027 the "Oude Geeloger van 67" 15 first contests -winners (!), or 
"Jonge Scherpe".'S mother "Eagle" (sold to England) and her sisters flew quite "out": 1 minutes 
in konkcircle. 17 000 4 goł., konkdo. 12 000 goł., but not only ... 

  

 ********** 

Now that napomknęliśmy on we were born here after one of the daughters of Olympians:  

PL024-98-4070 .....  



 

  

PL024-98-4070 "Olympian" daughter is Olimpijczyka with Blackpool ' 99 (both his father-
line the "Oude Geeloger", "Oude Scherpe" and the "Stier", and mother-line "Jonge 
Merckx" and the "Oude Witoger"come directly from the Netherlands from the Comb. And our 
Kuiper) "Hundreds". A strongly built samiczka very zgrabnej contour and conducive , rozpłodowym 

eye. 

 ********** 

PL0113-00-6896 .....  

 

PL0113-00-6896 "Kapsztadka" is the 
daughter of Olimpijczyka of Kapsztadt 
(SOUTH AFRICA) 2001. (6 place kat.(B)). 
Father PL0113-98-882 in his błyskotliwej 
career advancement 11 konk. in the top 
ten 4x1 , in the 3x2and. It is the grandson of 

the great parks "Vos 512 x Superduivin 409 
'. 'S mother "Kapsztadtki" is the 
granddaughter "Blackpool'a ' 99". 

  



 ********** 

PL0113-00-776 .....  

 

  

PL0113-00-776 "Białolotka" – the father is PL0113-97-766 reserve pigeon on the Olympics 
to the Kapsztadt (4-space cat.(D) at the exhibition the first 2001). I believe that it is probably the 
best of the entire collection. If it was issued in the cat.(A) or cat.(B) jechałby at the Olympics in 
each of them. The "pożeracz" diplomas also in very short time he konk 16. top ten, including 
4x1, 4 x, 4 x (!!!). In its liquid chilling yet noble blood "Jonge Merckx'a" "Oude Witoger'a"and. 
Maternal lived in our "Białolotki" affects slightly "Oude 05" blood Camphuis'a. 

  

 ********** 

Best arrivals pigeons in 2001: 

1. Kluczbork  
(3149 goł.): 1-2-3-4-5-6-8-12-13-23-24-25-32-40, and so on. 
(783 goł.): 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-13-14-15-16-18-21-22-23, and so on.  

2. Olesno  
(3716 goł.): 2-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-15-16-17-18-19-20-21-22-23-24-25-26-27-28-29-
41-42-43-44-45-46, and so on. 
(694 goł.): 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-15-16-17-18-19-20-21-22-23-24-25-33-
34-35-36-37-38-39, etc.  

3. Kluczbork  
(3,153 goł.): 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-16-17-18-19-20-21-22-23-24-25-26-42-44-
47-52-53, and so on. 



(573 goł.): 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14-15-16-17-18-19-20-21-22-23-24-31-33-
34-36-37-40, and so on.  

 

 


